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A word of introduction
Dear parents,
school year is almost over and we are all
looking forward to summer vacation. But at
Bumble Bee there is still a lot to do.
We will have a graduation for our great
pupils from green class, who will start
primary schools from September
We are looking forward to our garden party,
where we will say goodbye to this school
year and our wonderfull teachers, that did
not have an easy job this year and will stay
in our hearts for ever.

In this issue we will introduce a new team that is already getting ready to welcome
children in our little Bumble Bee nest.in September at full strenght.
I am looking forward to welcome you personally on all of our end-of-the year school
events
I hope you will enjoy this penultimate issue of BB Magazine of this school year.
Yours,
Naďa Březina
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Jana Thurnwaldová
our new headmistress
Dear parents,
jas you already know, I am the new
headmistress of Bumble Bee. Currently
me and the team are prepairing a new
curriculum called My Year of
Independence for the upcomming school
year.
We want to bring stability,
professionalism, good atmosphere, trust
and system back to Bumble Bee.
We wish so that every child has a daily
opportunity to explore, enjoy, have fun,
learn and live through every happy
moment.
Apart from everything else I will be
leading a logopedics course. In the
afternoon hours we will prepaire various
clubs for the kids.
An integral part of life at Bumblee Bee families will also be events for
parents such as concert, charity auctions, school plays and much more.
During the school year we would like to organize evening and weekend
courses for parents with children.
We belive that you will enjoy our common path.
On behalf of Bumble Bee team
Jana Thurnwaldová
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Kristýna Havlíčková
Secretary
Hello everyone,
My name is Kristýna Havlíčková
(secretary), I come from Prague. I have
years of experience in administration,
working with documents, forms and
others in the public and private sector. I
have also been working in education for
a long time. I have worked with primary
schools and kindergartens. I like to
communicate with people and children.
I am happy to contribute my experience
to the Bumble Bee team.

Jana Klimková
Yellow class teacher
Jana is a graduate of pedagogic high
school in Karlovy Vary and business
administration and management
university. She attended courses like
Respect and be respected, Art therapy,
Music therapy, Dialog to respect.
She can speak Italian, German, English
and Russian. Jana likes to paly the flute
and guitar. She is great with the
youngest kids. She likes to communicate
with them on an idividual level,
understand their needs and can make
them laugh.
She leads children to love nature and
can create a playfull and positive
atmosphere in the classroom.
Jana is a mother of four teenagers and
has founded the "Karlín sobě" civic
association.
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Nicolas Gultom
Pedagogical assistent
Hello everyone,
I am an artist who likes to play the
ukulele, piano and guitar. Due to my
musical hearing I can learn any musical
instrument very quickly. Apart from
playing musical instruments I like to sing
at home or on social media.
JI love Japanese culture and language.
Sometimes I play computer games on a
professional level
I will be helping with pedagogical work
with older children and also take care of
the school website. I graduated from Elias lyceum with a pedagogical
specialization.

Daniela Nicoletta
Red class teacher
At 45 I decided to change my life to
devote more time to my family and
then I moved from Rome to Prague
(my husband's city). I have a daughter
named Angelica and thanks to her I
discovered that being a mother is the
best job in the world. I am a very active
and creative person, I like to cook, sew,
play the piano or accordion and play
with children because seeing them
happy charges me with energy.
I studied pedagogic school and art in
Italy and have experience with
teaching in kindergardens and primary
schools.
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Window of school psychologist
A schoolboy / schoolgirl or an older kindergartener
after summer

The transition of children to a higher year of
kindergarten or transfer to school is often
associated with pleasant feelings within the
beginning of the holidays and summer.
Sometimes, however, already during the
summer, children get anxious about the
transition to a new period of life that follows
after the holidays, they do not necesarilly
talk about it. Parents can support children
in adapting to the post-holiday period
preventively already during the end of the
school year and summer in various areas –
they can focus on supporting their cognitive
abilities (especially in preschoolers) and/or
psychological preparation of children
especially by preparing for what awaits
them.

Here are some tips for joint activities and games especially for
preschoolers:
Reading together is one of the most
important prerequisites for the
development of language and motivation
for children to start reading on their own.
The child, when reading with a parent, feels
that it is important to him, because the
parent at the moment pays attention only
to him and reading the story. The parent,
reading or subsequent conversation, helps
the child to enrich the vocabulary and
understand the context.
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Modeling the shapes of letters and
numbers from modeling clay, writing with
your finger in flour while baking or writing
messages in the sand on the beach,
searching for letters and numbers (when
driving a car, children can look for letters on
the license plates of other cars, billboards,
in the supermarket on labels, etc.)
Playing board games with numbers or dice
memory game, "Man is not angry" and for
more advanced children e.g. the game
"Sleeping Queens"

Playing shopping with the objects
around us, the child as a salesman has
the task of counting money (real or cut
out of paper) and vice versa, in a real
supermarket children have the task of
noticing what numbers are, for example,
for a roll or favorite sweets.

Using objects in the room or outside on
vacation, we practice spatial and
mathematical concepts such as above,
below, closer, further, more/less (e.g. there
is more Lego bricks than crayons…)
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Explaining children the duration of time
intervals, how long a given event or event
lasts (we talk to children about how many
days a week, weekend, month, how many
hours they spend in kindergarten, school,
plane, train, etc.)

We explain time continuity to the
children. We talk with them about time
continuity and natural order (at first we are
babues, the we attend kindergarden,
school, have our own kids untill we become
grandfathers and grandmothers. We also
already start to slowly prepare them to what
we will be doing after summer - we will be
there and there, then you will go to school
where you will have lessons, breaks and
even lunch... we could play school!

it is advisable to visit the school or
kindergarten more than just during
enrollment, schoolchildren as well as
children who continue in kindergarten, can
visit the school or kindergarten building in
the summer, whether at a suburban camp
or just walk around the building for ice
cream and talk about friends, what they are
doing and, if possible, meet them during the
summer as well.
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What to expect in June
Summer vacation is almost here
Summer is already knocking on our door, but before you will run off
towards vacations and spend time with your grandparents we still have a
couple of common adventures to look forward to. Children from green class
will be saying goodbye to us and we will celebrate their succesfull
completion of Bumble Bee. We will also be looking forward to our garden
party!

School events in June
1. 6. - Childrens day
8. 6. - Celebration of our graduates
16. 6. - Garden Party
21.6. - Trip to Zoo
30. 6. - Off to summer holiday and our magical summer
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Field trip
Field trip was a big challenge for some of our kids. Lasting so long without mom and dad
could sometime be realy hard, but all of our children passed the challenge exceptionaly.
Our program had lots of amazing advantures from big trips, visiting playgrounds, pyjama
parties, painting shirts, visiting a rope park and lots of fun with friends.
Some of the trips seemed pretty long and there were even doubts if it isn´t too hard, but it
turned out it wasn´t a problem at all and we marched tirelessly many kilometers.
Sometimes we had to fight with the weather, but even rain could not stop us.
At the end of every day Yango read us a story so we could get some propper sleep and be
ready for the next day. And the most tears we have seen during the whole trip was
because of a bad dream, when Mariana was affraid that something bad happened to our
teacher Romeo..
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Childrens day at Bumble Bee
For the international childrens day we had a nice surprise at Bumble Bee.
We had a bouncy castle in the garden and whole afternoon of fun!
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Summer in Bumble Bee
We would like to remind you of our summer camps

Magical world of film: 11.–15. 7.
Magical world of acrobatics: 18.–22. 7.
Magical world of human body and
excercise: 25.–29. 7.
Magical world of craftsmanship: 1.–5. 8.
Magical Mesozoic era: 8.–12. 8.
Magical world of transportation: 15.–19. 8.
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In next issue
We will introduce rest of the team
News for next schoolyear
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